
NANDIA'S COPPER 
 
FAQ's 
 
l. What inspired you to write the Nandia Trilogy? 
 
I have been working in the alternative health care field for over three decades. During 
that time, I have encountered many people who have come to believe that the power 
to heal illness and imbalance is somehow beyond them. 
 
My desire is to have the readers of the Nandia series come to recognize the incredible 
power that exists within each individual.  My hope is that readers realize that all that 
is needed to resolve any limitation already exists within them.  
 
2. How much of the events of Nandia's Copper reflect your life as its author? 
 
Most of what is written in Nandia's Copper comes from my own firsthand experience, 
either in my personal life, or in my role as a natural healer. The opening scene in 
Chapter I, for example, comes directly from a recurring dream I've had. There are 
scenes with religious leaders in the story that are reflections of my personal 
experience. Also, the tales of using dowsing, music and herbs come from events of 
my life as well. 
 
For many years, I have been an ordained Essene minister. The wisdom of these 
amazing people comes through in Nandia's Copper. My non-denominational ministry 
is featured at www.sevenfoldpeace.com 
 
3. In Nandia's Copper, you describe pendulum dowsing as a tool for gathering 
information that aids in the healing process.  How effective is dowsing?  
 
Dowsing is an ancient intuitional art, designed for the conscious mind to be able to 
access knowledge held within the Inner Self.  Of course, we are all capable of 
deluding ourselves. Learning dowsing, we realize we are only effective when we can 
set aside our preconceptions and allow an unbiased flow of intuitional information.  
We are all capable of dowsing. Years of practice hones any dowser's effectiveness. 
It is an invaluable tool for combining the intellect and the intuition. 
 
4. What are the healing modalities used in Nandia's Copper? 
 
Reiki energy   Musical toning  Herbal therapy 
Radionics   Power of thought  Food as medicine 
Visualization   Relaxation   Dreamtime healing 
Color therapy   Breathing therapy  Wisdom therapy 
 
 
5. What are the other two books of Nandia's Trilogy about? What are their title and 
expected release dates? 
 



Book Two is Nandia's Apparition, expected release in 2017. This tale is of Nandia’s 
adventures on planet Aesir as she and Bearns work to restore a king to his ailing 
monarchy. 
 
Book Three is Nandia's Children, expected release in 2018 (or sooner). A story of 
Nandia’s home planet under siege, the conclusion to The Nandia Trilogy is the story 
of children who are being systematically kidnapped to restore a failing generation on 
the besieger’s planet. 
 
6. Is there a future after Nandia's Trilogy? 
 
I am currently writing a new tale, Miss Chin’s Extraordinary School for Death 
Mentors. It uses characters from The Nandia Trilogy, and explores multidimensional 
healing.  


